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Healthy and filling—cooking vegetables has never been easierYou already know eating
vegetables is good for you, but sometimes it can be hard to figure out how to include more of
them in your everyday meals besides just in a side salad or appetizer. Easy Vegetable Meals is
the vegetables cookbook that makes it simple, fast, and easy to eat tons of garden greens, feel
full, and enjoy your homemade cooking.Whether you have a box of unfamiliar vegetables from a
weekly local produce delivery, or you just got home with a bundle from the farmers market, you’ll
discover exactly how to enjoy whatever you have with this vegetables cookbook. A handy
reference guide will help you quickly learn how to prep, cook, and serve all kinds of veggies—
including ones you’ve never seen before.Inside this vegetables cookbook, you’ll find:Recipes
abound—With 100 creative and delicious recipes inside this vegetables cookbook, you’ll always
have something that suits your mood for any meal of the day.Calendar cooking—These
wholesome vegetable-forward recipes are sorted by season so you can find and enjoy the
freshest vegetables no matter the month.Suit yourself—Easily tailor the recipes in this
vegetables cookbook to your own dietary preferences with variation tips to make dishes
vegetarian, vegan, and more.Find out just how tasty and filling a meal full of veggies can be with
this vegetables cookbook.

“Eating more vegetables is something we all know we should do, but we don't always know how
to make that happen in a way that is simple and delicious! Thank goodness for Larissa and her
amazing cookbook, Easy Vegetable Meals. It is fuss-free and makes cooking and enjoying more
vegetables feasible―and oh-so-tasty! Larissa is a wealth of knowledge who supports our health
and shows us that cooking and enjoying healthy food is something we all can do!” ―Calista
Chammas, FNTP, Founder of 4 Weeks to Nourished“Larissa's cookbook truly stands out as
unique. The book is amazingly functional, comprised of simple, elegant, and easy to prepare
meals with variety galore―including seasonality, vegetarian options, and always healthy and
delicious ideas. You now have a quick, reliable, feel-good solution to your cooking woes.”
―Dennis Godby, Naturopathic Doctor, California License #84“Finally! A cookbook that makes
vegetarian cooking accessible, straightforward, and delicious. Larissa's true love for a plant-
based lifestyle shines through, and each recipe is jam-packed with pivotal nutrients to help
anyone have a balanced, healthy diet. My clients will drool over these recipes―as did I―and so
will you!” ―Tyler Brown, Integrative Nutrition Health Coach“The evidence is clear: choosing a
“plant-strong” diet rich in the fiber and unique phytonutrients that only plants contain is one of the
most impactful lifestyle behaviors for anyone who desires a healthy life free of chronic disease.
This clever book of creative, yet unintimidating recipes, along with strategic shopping and
preparation tips, addresses the number one barrier to busy families cooking healthy meals at



home―time. The hardest part might be deciding which of these delicious dishes to make first!”
―Carolyn Fisher, Certified Health & Wellness Coach“Easy Vegetable Meals: A Fuss-Free
Cookbook for Everyone proves that nutritious, plant-based eating is anything but boring or bland.
This book is packed with a plethora of recipes that are easy, full of seasonal vegetables, and
most importantly, delicious! What we choose to eat is the foundation of our health, and these
recipes will get you back in the kitchen and feeling your best. Larissa combines simple recipes
and practical tips to make healthy eating fun, sustainable, and always tasty. This is a book you’ll
want on your shelf!” ―Kathryn Hogan, MS, RDN--This text refers to the paperback edition.About
the AuthorLarissa Olczak has been a vegetarian/vegan for 15 years and is a nutritional therapy
practitioner and certified herbalist. She is from Oakland, California, where she lives with her
boyfriend, two rescue dogs, and a cat.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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AUTHORWINTER HARVEST QUINOA STIR-FRYINTRODUCTIONEating lots of vegetables
every day can seem daunting, but it doesn’t have to be. This cookbook will help you make the
most of the veggies available at your local grocery store, seasonal farm-to-table food delivery
service, food co-op, and farmers’ market while speaking to your real challenge: a dearth of time
for preparing nutritious meals. In recognition of that challenge, I’ve filled this book with meals that
take less than 30 minutes to prepare, require only one pot to make, or use no more than five
main ingredients.The recipes in each chapter progress from lighter to heavier meals. Sometimes



we need a warm, heavy root vegetable stew. Other times a light veggie-packed spring roll is
perfectly satisfying.One chapter is devoted to my favorite way to spice up a meal: plant-based
sauces! These sauces go great with the recipes in this book. Moreover, you can use them to
incorporate veggies into your own creations.I have been enjoying a vegetarian diet for more than
a decade and have spent countless hours in the kitchen experimenting with creative ways to
make vegetable dishes simple and delicious. As a nutritional therapy practitioner (NTP), I have
seen how eating vegetables has helped people feel amazing and overcome a variety of health
conditions. Eating more vegetables benefits everyone. Whether you are a strict vegan, a
vegetarian simply looking for inspiration in the kitchen, or an omnivore trying to add more plants
to your plate, I’ve got your back. Throughout these chapters, I’ll teach you multiple ways to
prepare vegetables and give you tips on how to incorporate meat or make meals vegan.I’m
thrilled to show you creative ways to cook tasty veggie meals for every season of the year. Soon
you’ll be a vegetable-cooking pro!chapter onevegetable cooking essentialsWelcome to the
beginning of your journey to eating more vegetables. In this chapter, we’ll go over some tips and
tricks for sourcing produce, stocking your pantry, and prepping and cooking vegetables. I’m
excited to show you how to create tasty, healthy, and easy-to-make dishes. Let’s get started!So,
You Want to Eat More VeggiesVegetables are often limited to side salads, and they have a
reputation for being bland. I’m here to show you how to easily create delicious meals featuring
vegetables. With the right cooking methods and seasonings, you can use vegetables to make
satisfying main dishes that you’ll want to eat again and again.WHERE TO BUY YOUR
PRODUCEMany of us buy our vegetables and fruit at the grocery store, but there are many
more options for finding fresh, seasonal produce. These include:Community-supported
agriculture (CSA) programs put the consumer directly in touch with local farms. Consumers pay
a monthly, seasonal, or annual fee for a “share,” a portion of a farm’s harvest. This share might
include fresh, seasonal vegetables and fruit, but can also extend to eggs and even meat. CSA
programs create relationships between consumers and farmers, shine a light on the source and
production of food, and support local businesses. Search online to find a CSA near you.Farmers’
markets are another great way to support the local economy and farmers while also getting
fresh, seasonal produce. Farmers bring their fresh produce to a central location for consumers to
browse and purchase. Farmers’ markets are usually scheduled on weekends, but some operate
on weekdays as well. Check your local paper or search online to find days and times for farmers’
markets in your area.Online grocery shopping has been gaining momentum over the past
several years. Some of my favorite online grocery stores are ThriveMarket.com, Instacart, and
Ebook Tops Fresh. Most standard grocery stores now have an online option, too.HOW TO
COOK WITH THE SEASONSIn-season produce generally tastes better than the same fruit or
vegetable purchased out of season. There are a lot of compelling reasons to eat (and cook) with
the seasons.It’s More Cost-Effective. Seasonal produce is cheaper to produce, harvest, and
distribute than nonseasonal produce. As a result, seasonal produce is generally less expensive
for us to buy.It’s Nutrient Dense. Eating seasonal produce fuels your body with the vitamins,



minerals, and antioxidants needed during that specific time of year.It’s Fresh. Seasonal produce
is fresh and vibrant because it grows in your region. Nonseasonal produce may be coated with
wax or treated with preservatives to make it last past its peak. On its journey to your plate,
imported produce may lose nutrition, and transporting it contributes to air and water
pollution.You Support Local Farmers. Farmers work hard to produce food to nourish you and
your family. Eating locally and seasonally helps your local farms thrive.Is Organic Really Better?
What makes a food product “USDA certified organic”? That label means the product has met
certain standards. Namely, it contains no GMOs (genetically modified organisms) and it has
been grown without the use of synthetic pesticides, herbicides, or fungicides. Keep in mind that
a non-GMO label does not indicate that the product is organic.Every year, the Environmental
Working Group (EWG) publishes two lists: the Clean Fifteen and the Dirty Dozen. These lists
advise consumers on which produce should be purchased as organic. The Clean Fifteen are 15
fruits and vegetables that tested lowest for pesticides—in short, it’s safe to purchase
conventional varieties of this produce. The Dirty Dozen are the 12 fruits and vegetables that
tested highest for pesticides and should be purchased organic when possible.It’s okay if you
can’t find organic vegetables. Vegetables in general are packed with important antioxidants,
vitamins, and minerals that our bodies need. Soak nonorganic produce in a mixture of 5 to 7
cups water and ¼ cup apple cider vinegar or baking soda. This wash will remove unwanted
residues and any adhesives.Labels can be helpful when you are purchasing nonproduce
groceries. Look for meat and eggs labeled “grass-fed,” “pasture-raised,” “antibiotic-free,” and
“hormone-free.”Fresh versus FrozenIt’s not always possible to get fresh, seasonal produce.
That’s okay! There are other options. You can preserve vegetables from the market or your own
garden by blanching and freezing them until frozen solid (about 2 hours). Transfer them to an
airtight container and store them in your freezer, where they will keep for 6 months or
more.Buying frozen vegetables is also a great option. Vegetables are frozen at their peak of
freshness, preserving their nutritional value and flavor, so you don’t have to worry about missing
out on healthy vitamins and minerals.What You’ll Need in the KitchenYou’ll want to keep a
handful of tools and ingredients in your kitchen to make the recipes in this book.EQUIPMENT
AND TOOLSMUST-HAVESLarge Stainless-Steel Pot and Skillet: A good pot and skillet are
essential for making one-pot meals. You need plenty of space for water and vegetables. Most of
the recipes in this book require one large pot and one large skillet.Blender: I love using my
blender to make veggie soups in the winter and sauces in the summer. You can also use the
pulse function on a blender for chopping and mixing the ingredients for some recipes.Large
Wooden Cutting Board: You’ll need plenty of room for prepping vegetables.Vegetable Peeler: A
peeler makes it easy to prep vegetables and fruit like apples, winter squash, beets, and
potatoes. To make cleanup easy, peel produce over a large bowl or the wastebasket.NICE-TO-
HAVESCast-Iron Skillet: A cast-iron skillet is a multifunction pan. You can use it on the stovetop
for sautéing and searing, and in the oven for baking dishes like quiches and frittatas, as well as
breads and desserts like cobblers. A cast-iron skillet is also a great way to get extra iron in your



diet.Spiralizer Use this tool to replace grain-based noodles with veggie “noodles.”Baking Sheet:
A baking sheet is essential for baking or roasting vegetables.Wok: Woks heat up quickly and are
great for stir-frying rice and noodle dishes.Garlic Press: A garlic press makes it easy to prep
garlic for a recipe. After you press garlic, let it stand for 7 minutes before adding it to the dish to
increase the amount of allicin, a beneficial nutrient.KITCHEN STAPLESOlive Oil: Olive oil is
probably the ingredient I use most in my kitchen. It’s included in most of the recipes in this book,
and it’s full of antioxidants. Avoid canola oil and other vegetable oils, which oxidize easily and
can cause inflammation. Grass-fed butter and ghee are also healthy and good to have on
hand.Himalayan Pink Salt: Unlike regular table salt, Himalayan pink salt is loaded with 84
essential minerals, and it’s far more nutritious.Turmeric: This beautiful yellow spice boasts many
health benefits. Pairing turmeric with black pepper and a fat like olive oil or ghee makes the
healing and anti-inflammatory properties of the spice more bioavailable.Beans: Canned or dried
beans are a staple in many of the dishes in this book. Beans are full of protein, which is vital to
maintaining healthy muscles. You can store dried beans in jars or other glass containers. When
buying canned beans, opt for low-sodium varieties packaged in cans with BPA-free
linings.Nutritional Yeast: Packed with B vitamins, nutritional yeast is a must for the kitchen. It
gives food a delicious cheesy flavor.Vegetable Broth or Miso Paste: Both vegetable broth and
miso paste are great ways to add extra flavor to dishes and to build flavor in soups.Leafy Greens:
I always have some sort of seasonal greens in my refrigerator. Leafy greens are packed with
health-boosting vitamins, minerals, fiber, and antioxidants. They feed the good bacteria in our
gut and boost our immune system. It’s easy to incorporate greens into practically any
dish.Grains: Grains such as rice, quinoa, and barley are pantry staples that offer a tasty and
convenient way to turn simple veggie sides into complete meals.Cooking for Different
DietsCooking for multiple dietary needs under one roof can be difficult, but it’s not impossible. In
this book, you will find recipes to please meat eaters, vegetarians, and vegans alike. I’ve
included substitutions to make recipes dairy free, gluten free, and nut free, so you can cook for
everyone. Following is a list of ingredients you can use to replace animal products in recipes to
better address your or your family’s dietary needs without compromising flavor.•Beans and
legumes. Beans and legumes like lentils are excellent sources of protein. Pair beans with rice to
form a complete protein.•Coconut cream. Coconut cream is a thicker and sweeter nondairy milk.
It contains more fat, so it’s great to use in seasonal curries and baked goods.•Coconut oil.
Coconut oil can be used as a replacement for butter in many recipes. It contains essential fatty
acids, and its slightly sweet flavor makes foods taste delicious.•Flaxseed meal. Combining
flaxseed meal (ground flaxseed) with water activates compounds in the flaxseed that cause the
mixture to gel and develop an egglike consistency, so it’s a handy replacement for eggs in baked
goods. To make a “flax egg” equivalent to 1 large egg, in a small bowl, stir together 1 tablespoon
flaxseed meal and 3 tablespoons water and let stand for 5 minutes before using. (If your recipe
calls for more than one egg, just double or triple the quantities of flaxseed meal and water as
needed.)•Mushrooms. Mushrooms have a similar amino acid profile to meat, as well as a meaty



texture, so they can be used in recipes to replace meat but retain the dish’s flavor profile and
consistency. Combine mushrooms with broccoli and corn to create a complete
protein.•Nondairy milks. Similar to dairy milk in consistency and appearance, milks made from
plant-based ingredients like oats, almonds, or cashews are a great replacement for dairy in most
recipes or can be enjoyed on their own.•Tofu. A great source of protein, tofu leaves you feeling
full and satisfied. Tofu can replace cheese, eggs, or meat in many dishes.Vegetable Prep
BasicsPrepping vegetables might seem tedious and time-consuming. However, with the right
prep station and tools, you can accomplish this task quickly and easily. For more instructions on
prepping and cooking specific ingredients, check out the reference guide. When chopping or
slicing vegetables or other produce, use a sharp chef’s knife; use a sharp paring knife for tasks
like trimming ingredients or cutting out bruised spots. Knowing a few basic knife cuts can help
you easily break down whole vegetables.Dice. To dice an ingredient means to cut it into uniform
cubes or pieces (a recipe will usually tell you what size those pieces should be). Cutting
ingredients to a uniform size means each piece will cook at the same rate, which is especially
useful when you’re making dishes like soups and stir-fries. Start by slicing off one end of the
vegetable to give yourself a flat surface to place against your cutting board to keep the vegetable
stable as you continue dicing. For round or roundish ingredients like potatoes and beets, you
can cut a slice from any side; for longer tapered vegetables like carrots and parsnips, either cut a
slice lengthwise along the rounded side or cut off the root end. Stand the vegetable on your
cutting board and cut it into equal pieces that are as wide as the dice size specified in the recipe.
Stack the slices (or a few slices at a time, for larger vegetables) and cut them into equal sticks
with the same width as the slices. Finally, turn the sticks horizontally and cut across them into
uniform cubes.Julienne. To julienne an ingredient means to cut it into skinny matchsticks. Use
the same technique as for dicing, but cut slices about ⅛ inch thick, and cut the sticks into 2- to 3-
inch lengths instead of cubes.Chiffonade. If you want to cut leafy ingredients like greens or herbs
into uniform shreds, use a technique called chiffonade. Stack the leaves on top of one another.
Roll them into a cylinder, then slice the cylinder crosswise to form strips.Mince. To mince is to cut
into very small pieces. It’s a great technique to use with ingredients like garlic and ginger
because you can evenly disperse the flavor throughout a dish. Use the same method as for
dicing, but make your slices very thin. You don’t have to create perfect cubes or equal-size
pieces; just be sure you don’t leave any large chunks.Basic Cooking TechniquesVegetables are
versatile and packed with flavor, and they usually don’t require much cooking time. Here are
some of the easiest ways to cook them.Steaming. Fill a large pot with 2 to 3 inches of water and
set a steamer basket in the pot. Bring the water to a simmer over high heat, then reduce the heat
to maintain a simmer. Put the veggies in the steamer basket, cover the pot, and cook until the
veggies are tender or as directed in the recipe. The cooking time will depend on the type of
vegetable and the size of the pieces (if you have prepped). Veggies like broccoli, cauliflower, and
greens require less cooking time than potatoes, sweet potatoes, carrots, and winter squash.
Season steamed vegetables with a little bit of lemon juice and ground mustard seed to add back



up to 40 percent of the nutrients lost during steaming.Roasting. Roasting vegetables is one of
my favorite ways to prepare them. Preheat the oven to between 400º and 450ºF. Grease a baking
sheet with ghee or avocado oil. Spread chopped or smaller whole vegetables (such as baby
potatoes or Brussels sprouts) evenly over the prepared pan, leaving some space between them
(packing them too close together will cause them to steam instead of roast). Roast for 25 to 30
minutes, until golden brown and tender, or as directed in the recipe.Sautéing. In a skillet, heat
the cooking oil of your choice over medium heat. When the oil is hot, add prepped or small
whole veggies such as peas and cook, stirring, until soft (or translucent, for ingredients like
onions).Boiling. Boiling is a great option for vegetables being used in a soup, because the
nutrient-dense broth will replace the vitamins and minerals lost during boiling. Fill a large pot with
water to about 3 inches below the top of the pot. Bring the water to a boil over high heat. Add the
vegetables and reduce the heat to maintain a simmer. Cover and cook until tender or as directed
in the recipe. The cooking time will vary depending on the ingredient, anywhere from 15 to 20
minutes for starchier vegetables like potatoes, to 5 to 10 minutes for vegetables such as carrots,
cauliflower, and broccoli, and as little as 3 to 5 minutes for peas.Grilling. Heat an outdoor grill to
the heat level called for in the recipe. When the grill is hot, oil the grill grates, then place the
veggies on the grill. (Alternatively, heat a grill pan over medium-high heat, then coat the pan with
oil and add the veggies.) Cook for the time specified in the recipe (with the lid open or closed as
specified), then flip the vegetables and grill as directed. Avoid flipping the vegetables more than
once.Common Flavor CombinationsHere are some of my favorite flavor combinations to add
flavor to almost any vegetable.•Olive oil + lemon juice + rosemary + salt + pepper: This savory
flavor combination is great on mushrooms, fish, and potatoes.•Nutritional yeast + salt: Nutritional
yeast has a cheesy flavor and is packed with important B vitamins. Use this combination for
noodles or in dishes that typically call for cheese.•Black salt: This type of salt contains a lot of
sulfur, which gives it a strong and delicious eggy flavor.•Soy sauce + brown sugar: A sweet-and-
savory teriyaki-like combination great for stir-fries and fried rice. You can use coconut aminos
instead of soy sauce if you prefer.•Sriracha + soy sauce + toasted sesame oil: A spicy, nutty, and
savory flavor for homemade sushi or rice bowls.•Fish sauce + brown sugar + lime or lemon juice:
This combination is great for rice or noodle dishes and can also be used as a dip or marinade.
Add chopped Thai chiles for a kick of heat.•Honey + Dijon mustard + cayenne pepper + smoked
paprika: Use this combination as a sweet-and-spicy marinade for fish or vegetables.•Plain Greek
yogurt + lemon juice + dill: A great cooling sauce to use on beans, falafel, or
sandwiches.•Tomato + basil + olive oil + salt: An amazing and authentic Italian flavor
combination for spaghetti or sandwiches.•Avocado + mango + lemon juice + salt: This sweet,
sour, and salty combination is like a quick guacamole and makes a great addition to fish dishes
such as fish tacos; it also tastes great with a grilled cauliflower steak.About These Easy
MealsThe recipes in this book will make it easier than ever for you to introduce more veggies
into your diet. Some recipes use no more than five main ingredients (not including oil, salt, and
pepper). Others take no more than 30 minutes to prepare, or require just one pot or pan. Each



recipe will be clearly marked with one or more of these labels, so you can choose which dish
you’d like to make based on your ingredients, how much time you have to cook, or how many
dishes you feel like cleaning up afterward.Each recipe is adaptable to suit any dietary preference
and includes substitutions for common allergens. While the majority of the recipes are
vegetarian, some do use meat, but I’ve included alternative ingredients to make these dishes
suitable for meat eaters and vegans alike.The chapters are organized by season—starting with
spring, summer, fall, and finally winter—to help keep flavor up and cost down. Each chapter
starts with lighter meals that make good breakfasts or lunches and moves on to heavier
dinners.My goal is to provide you with convenient and tasty veggie-based recipes that you will
make over and over again. And whether you are cooking for yourself or for your family, this book
has something for everyone to enjoy.RISOTTO WITH ASPARAGUS AND SNAP PEASchapter
two springMarch Through MaySpring is the season for avocados, asparagus, mushrooms,
onions, peas, and greens like kale, collards, and spinach.Spring Onion SoupTangy Veggie
SkewersGlazed Tofu Lettuce CupsSpring Loaded NachosRainbow Collard Green WrapZesty
Mushroom CarnitasWhole-Wheat Smoked Salmon WrapBaked Trout with Garlic and Spring
VeggiesChicken Udon Noodles with Turnips and PeasVegan “Tuna” SandwichKimchi
Cauliflower Fried RiceBBQ Jackfruit Pulled “Pork” SandwichRisotto with Asparagus and Snap
PeasPortabella Mushrooms with Spinach and Ancient GrainsFish Tacos with Purple
CabbagePortabella “Steak” with Fresh HerbsSpring Vegan QuicheSweet Potato Crust
PizzaCrusted Cabbage SteaksOne-Bite DumplingsLemon Asparagus PastaHoney-Glazed Tofu
Chops with Seasonal GreensJap Chae Vegetable MedleySpring Onion SoupDAIRY-FREE, NUT-
FREE, VEGETARIANThis flavorful soup is light and delicious for warm weather. Onions are
packed with vitamins and minerals, such as vitamin C and potassium, making this soup very
nutritious. Try adding fresh or frozen snap peas for a pop of color and sweetness. The cheesy
bread also adds a delicious crunch.
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Irene Josephine morris, “Looks like it’s bigger. The book is good size and is a lot of recipes in it
that I would not use but I’m not vegetarian or some in there that does have Quite a few good
ones. The Looks like it’s bigger and bigger for me but it’s OK”

Deborah Steen, “Great book. Great book . Can’t Waite till I try some of the recipes.”

Braden, “My go to favorite!. So many great recipes!! Easy to follow well laid out instructions step
by step! My new favorite cookbook my family uses throughout the week.”

Becky Buse, “The recipes are doable.. I haven’t made anything yet but have been reading it. The
recipes seem very doable.”

Dee, “Worth the Purchase. I have tried only a few recipes so far but they are not difficult and so
far taste very good.  Glad I made the purchase.”

Amyred, “Pretty tasty food. Disclosure: I received a free review copy from the publisher. (thank
you.)Disclosure: I am not now, nor will I ever be, a vegan or vegetarian. (I tried it, I was starving,
no thanks.)The recipes look delicious and have a range of variety. However, I'm somewhat
disappointed with the liberal addition of tofu and edamame in many of the recipes. I'm actually
allergic to soy, and tofu is quite the taste-free thing, so I avoid it at all costs.Additionally, the
recipes do include fish, so they're not entirely "vegetarian." But if you're pescatarian, that's just
fine. But I'm ready to try the corn and sweet pepper tamales any day of the week, along with the
black bean burgers.Some of the recipes are confusing. How do you make a Vegan Spicy Tuna
Avocado Roll? There's no tuna, which would make it not vegan, but the title says "tuna." Excuse
me?Generally my partner, BF, would turn his furry nose up at anything you call "vegetarian" or
"vegan," whereas I see it as something to be served along with meat. But there are also recipes
that, I think, we would both enjoy if I don't tell him it's "vegetarian." Occasionally we find new
favorites, sometimes by accident, and there are some of those types of recipes here.I like the
looks of the Quinoa And Cranberry Stuffed Acorn Squash on page 86. I think anyone would
enjoy it, with or without turkey. Ditto for the Herbed Garlic Cauliflower Mash, page 100. I might
prefer to use regular dairy milk, unless someone has a dairy allergy.Spaghetti Squash with kale
and Shrimp? Count me in! There's also a recipe for a cauliflower crust pizza. YUM!Not all of
these recipes are gluten-free, so if you're looking for that, be forewarned that there are some
recipes with all-purpose flour.I also like the way that the recipes are segregated by season. This
makes it easier to find recipes according to seasonally available ingredients.For folks who are
already vegetarian, you might like this book because of its easy and delicious recipes. Fish fans
will find some recipes with salmon and trout. For folks who are like me and love new cookbooks,
there's some interesting food in here for us, too.”



AnnieB, “Simple appealing vegetarian(some vegan) recipes. Easy Vegetable Meals is a well
curated collection of appealing plant based recipes by Larissa Olczak. Released 16th June 2020
by Callisto on their Rockridge Press imprint, it's 188 pages and available in paperback and
ebook formats. It's worth noting that the ebook format has a handy interactive table of contents
as well as interactive links. I've really become enamored of ebooks with interactive formats lately.
For Kindle Unlimited subscribers, this book is currently included in the KU subscription library to
borrow and read for free.The book has a logical and easy to follow format. Following an
introductory chapter which covers the background of vegetarian nutrition and lifestyle, tools,
supplies, and ingredients, the following chapters include the recipes, arranged thematically by
season. Nutritional information is included in the footer at the end of the recipes and includes
calories, fat, sugars, carbohydrates, proteins, and micronutrients.The recipes have their
ingredients listed bullet style in a sidebar. Measurements are given in US standard only. Special
tools and ingredients are also listed, along with yields and cooking directions. Special
classifications for each recipe (gluten free, nut free, 5 ingredient, vegan, etc) are included in a
header bar. Most of the ingredients are easily sourced at any moderately well stocked grocery
store. The book also includes a short author bio and a metric conversion chart, but lacks any
index or a general ingredients index. The recipes themselves are varied, and represent a
number of world cuisines. They're tasty and easily prepared and many are simple and easy to
prepare, requiring few ingredients and little prep time.My main quibble with the book is that the
recipes are mostly not photographed. There are a few photos, and they're clear and attractive,
but they only represent about 5% of the recipes included in the book. It is, however, a very well
written book with a positive and upbeat "voice".Four stars.Disclosure: I received an ARC at no
cost from the author/publisher for review purposes.”

The book by Larissa Olczak has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 67 people have provided feedback.
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